MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM FOR BRAND MedLS
Name and Surname _____________________________, born in
_________________, date of birth _____________________________, as

□ owner
□ legal representative
of the company _______________________________________, with registered
office in ___________________________________ address
_______________________, headquarters in ____________________________
address __________________________, tax code _____________________, VAT
__________________________, registered in the Register of Companies of
______________ n. _________________, code Ateco __________________,
After reading the handbook prepared by the Technical Committee (Det. n. 455 of the
17/06/2013)
ASKS
to be admitted to the MedLS Circuit and to obtain the granting of the brand in the
manner and subject to the conditions described in the said manual that claims to have
read, accepting and approving the entire content.
In particular:
a) declares that he satisfies the requirements for self-certified and in the attached
declaration in lieu of affidavit;

b) undertakes, if these requirements were less during the period of validity of the
decision to grant, to promptly notify the Mayor of Leverano.
c) agrees:
- to subject the employees and management to specific training activities in at
least one of the following areas: marketing, business management, English and
at least one other language besides Italian;
- to participate in programs for the promotion of the brand;
- to ensure the implementation of controls by the competent bodies.
d) announces:
□ that its headquarters is located in a historic building dating back to a period prior to
1920;
□ that as part of its registered office and / or operational are mostly native plants
within the garden areas to service facilities;
□ using furnishings and traditional materials and natural;
□ using appliances for at least 70% with minimum energy class A in accordance with
the European Directive 94/2 / EC;
□ that has adopted of energy saving measures and compliance with the protocols
Ecolabel and ISO9000.

Leverano, lì_______________________

Stamp and Signature
_____________________________

SUBSTITUTE STATEMENT AFFIDAVIT 'ACCORDING TO Presidential
Decree No. 445/2000
Name and surname ____________________, born in ___________________, date of
birth___________________, as owner/legal representative of the company
___________________________, with registered office in
_______________________________, address _____________________________,
tax code ___________________________, VAT ______________________, aware
of the criminal liability that may be incurred in case of false statements, pursuant to
art. 76 of Presidential Decree no. 445 of 28.12.2000,
DECLARES
- the code Ateco is ________;
- their registered office and headquarters in the territories of MedLS;
- started their own business by not less than 6 months at the time of submission
of the application;
- to be in possession of Durc having a release date not earlier than three months
of the date of submission of the application;
-

to be in compliance with applicable industry specifications as mentioned at the
sectoral level in the Handbook prepared by the Technical Committee (Det. n.
455 of the 17/06/2013);

- that has not undergone final criminal judgment of conviction or not having
ongoing criminal proceedings in which it has already been delivered judgment

of conviction for offenses not culpable imprisonment exceeding three years or
sentence for offenses against public faith or heritage, or additional penalty of
disqualification from the exercise of a profession or art or interdiction from the
executive offices of enterprises , unless rehabilitated;
- not having been convicted for offences against the public administration or for
offences committed in the exercise of trading activities;
- Not having committed offenses and / or crimes landscaped in accordance with
current environmental sector;
- not being detained or otherwise subjected to any restriction of his or
her liberty in its territory neither for any offence committed of conspiracy or
association, nor for criminal prosecutions relating the same category of
offences.

Leverano, lì_________________

Signature

_________________________________

